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The following text is a brief rewriting of concepts and research originating from a thesis 
that Mio Nordentoft and I recently handed in to the University of Copenhagen, titled “A 
Future Not Yet Materialized”. The thesis investigates a new sensibility in the Copenha-
gen techno scene, and its themes have been widely and inspiringly debated between us 
and Gro Sarauw throughout the process. This text is meant as an introduction to these 
shared thoughts that lie behind the exhibition “Transcalar”, at Surdez ApS, February 
20th – March 23rd 2019.
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In recent years we have seen much debate within the cultural fields about the proposed “death of 
rave”, and a stagnation in terms of cultural innovation more generally following neoliberalism. Critic 
Mark Fisher has proposed his painfully convincing theory of capitalist realism, namely, that capital-
ism has managed to creep its way into every corner of (western) society, and it is therefore now im-
possible to imagine an alternative; the future has been cancelled. Building on this, he argues that it 
has caused a surge of nostalgia within especially the field of music, and he therefore presents the 
polemic that no new music has been made since ’94.1 

Post-hope 

This capitalist realist moment can be characterized as seeming beyond hope: beyond hope for the 
future, both culturally and environmentally. Post Obamas “Hope”-campaign we are now in the midst 
of a crisis of democracy and representation. In addition, hope has been rightly critiqued as a wish for 
relief for the white and the rich who can’t bear the burden of the suffering they’re causing. But capi-
talism also thrives due to the protestant ethic of sin and shame and the following endless atonement 
through work. It’s nothing new that capitalism benefits from anxiety and self-doubt, so simply suc-
cumbing to grief, like Fisher, would leave us at a dead end. In this light, optimism from below becomes 
a necessary act of resistance.

Finding hope after hope

If late capitalism has left us beyond hope, it is necessary to look beyond late capitalism to find op-
timism. We need to believe that the past is not lost, not just behind us. And, subsequently, that the 
future is visible in the horizon. Following the queer-theoretical temporal framework of José Esteban 
Muñoz the past can be understood as having a performative effect on the present.2  Similarly, Trans-
calar understands history as being in the present, still shaping reality and never finished. Through this 
framework, it becomes possible to transcend the here and now in favor of a better then and there, 
which is both in the past and potentially the future.



Post-nostalgia

An example of such time-bending idealism can be found in the new techno scene that has emerged 
in Copenhagen. The scene is centered around a post-nostalgic sensibility that expresses a longing for 
the optimism of the 90s rave-movement but uses this longing to produce potential and agency in the 
present. Again, using Muñoz words, this can be characterized as a utopian longing, one that dares 
to imagine something better, despite the risk of being disappointed.3  The sonic, visual and textual 
content coming out of this scene is proof that something new can still emerge: it all centers around a 
shared fiction4 that transcends temporal divides and continuously reworks the concepts of nostalgia, 
utopia and dystopia. Transcalar works as a materialization of this fiction.

Blue euphoria

The sensibility of the Copenhagen techno scene remains post a nostalgic condition by aesthetically 
merging melancholia and optimism into a sensation of blue euphoria. “Blue Euphoria”, 2019, one 
of the works in Transcalar, takes its name after this concept and likewise insists on euphoric hope 
despite the blueness of the post-hopeful. “Blue Euphoria” will also be the title of a forthcoming Copen-
hagen techno EP releasing later this year. This way, the work moves through time with a celebratory 
resistance, together with the scene.

Happy birthday

At a rave, time is not important. Minutes can be hours or hours can be minutes. The music is not struc-
tured towards an end-goal, but rather unfolds as an open process that you partake in with your danc-
ing body. Instead of drawing strict lines between past, present and future, the space of a rave lets you 
connect with all three at once. Similarly, rave-culture transcends the institutionalized and capitalized 
linear temporal scales, that causes us to celebrate only on certain days of the year, and only certain 
individuals at a time, for instance: birthday parties, weddings, anniversaries etc. Raving is celebrating 
everyone potentially any day of the year. It’s like having your birthday every day – the ultimate child-
hood dream. It is to refuse to accept that joy is doled out only in rations on marked days throughout 
our lives.5 It is to refuse the protestant ethic that views work as something divine and pleasure as 
unproductive and corrosive.

Can art have fun?

Rave-culture also transcends the media-specific scales of cultural institutions and instead dares to 
be everything at once: sonic, visual, textual, bodily and social. It dares to be pleasurable and engag-
ing and through this a sense of collectivity is furthered – something that art institutions strive for but 
continuously fail to achieve.6



Transcalar

Sarauw’s image sets reflect these multi-temporal and polymorph characteristics of the rave. The naïve 
optimism of the 90s is depicted through 90s childhood photos, from the lives of two living ravers; Mio 
Nordentoft and me. By working with biographical material, a personal connection is created between 
the works and the spirit that they transmit, driven by a wish to further collectivity in an individualized 
society. Sarauw resurrects and actualizes these photos in the present via animated lights flashing at 
the rate of contemporary Copenhagen techno (140 BPM). Like the intense penetrating kick of techno 
music, the photos are penetrated by lights of hope, shining out from a near past into our present 
moment. In our dystopian reality these lights become ghost-like, hauntingly reminding us of what we 
once had, but also, more importantly, what we could have again. Through an aesthetic surplus the 
works thereby situate the utopian in the dystopian. Additionally, the tactility of the images, both in 
their original analogue quality and in Sarauw’s mediation of them, renders history as a physical and 
emotional reality. Their transformational potential is therefore not merely virtual but becomes embod-
ied as a state of being.

Transcalar is materialized through art as an embodied system of thought within the post-hope break-
ing point. It is an ecstatic temporal framework of simultaneity, an empathetic structure of represen-
tation and a time complex embedded in the anti-precarious syllabus of an emerging recreational 
aesthetics.
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